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As with every month, we are cover what's new with Mis-
fit Studios, this month’s new products, and details on our 
May 2018 promotion. Read on for details!

What's Going On 
with Misfit Studios

It was a quiet month with only one RPG product re-
leased, but lots of work going on and plenty of stock art 
releases. Next month, we hope to see some super-hero char-
acter releases.

Last Month’s Blog

Check out our blog to discover the following (and more) 
published in April:

• A free look at the complete Immortal Despot villain 
archetype from Better Mousetrap 3e for Mutant 
& Masterminds.

• Some free content from the Adequate Common-
er for the Pathfinder RPG.

• An A-Musing History article on including hermits 
in your fantasy games.

• A free sample character from Bite Me! Were-
bats for the Pathfinder RPG.

• Sample headquarters features from Expanded Base 
Building for the ICONS RPG.

• Part 2 of A Cat’s Guide to Rise of the Runelords gaming 
fiction.

Misfit Studios in Print

Misfit Studios offers a variety of top quality print prod-
ucts through Lulu. You can also download our most recent 
catalog of print products here.

Newsletter
You may have received this newsletter 
because you have set your OneBookShelf 
account settings to allow emails from pub-
lishers. If you do not wish to do so, you must 
change this setting in your account.

Misfit Studios' New 
Releases -- Game Products

Here is what Misfit Studios released in April of 2018.

http://www.misfit-studios.com
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Misfit-Studios/41768560942
https://twitter.com/StevenTrustrum
https://plus.google.com/communities/117116792335504371373
http://www.misfit-studios.com/blog/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/better-mousetrap-immortal-despot/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/adequate-commoner-pathfinder-rpg-samples/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/adequate-commoner-pathfinder-rpg-samples/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/a-musing-history-hermits/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/bite-me-werebat-preview/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/expanded-base-building-sample-icons-rpg/
http://www.misfit-studios.com/cats-guide-rise-runelords-part-2/
http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads/Misfit-Studios-Print-Catalog.pdf
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Jason Moser Presents: Dragon Sentinel

Stock #: MIS9445247

This stock art image by Jason Moser depicts a pale Dragon Sentinel standing on the 
side of a hill, a castle in the background. Is the dragon a protector, keeping the fortress 
safe, or is it waiting to strike? Presented at 7.25 x 11” dimensions.

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Demon Worm

Stock #: MIS9453

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Demon Worm rising up and rearing its 
face. Is this some manner of tunnel burrowing monster? Or is it merely a close view at 
some type of horned dragon’s head?

The image is 8.5 x 11” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vector 
version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Double Team: Anaconda vs. Prophet

Stock #: MIS5073

Double Team: Anaconda VS Prophet provides two characters for your Super-Pow-
ered by M&M games: a villain, Anaconda, and a hero, Prophet.

Anaconda was a brilliant scientist in the employ of A.E.G.I.S. until an encounter 
with a rampaging experiment gone wrong transformed him into a snake man. He now 
seeks to wipe out or transform humanity so that reptiles may rule the Earth.

Prophet was once a well-known hero, now homeless and anonymously living on 
the streets. No matter how he tries to hide from the horrors of his past (and future), 
trouble always seems to find him.

Each character is accompanied by three adventure ideas to make it easier to work 
them into your game.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/238825?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239184?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239039?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/238825?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239039?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239184?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
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Christina Stiles Presents: Feasting  
Wereshark by Jacob Blackmon

Stock #: MIS9454

This image by Jacob Blackmon is released under the Christina Stiles Presents line 
of stock art. It shows what is about to become a Feasting Wereshark once it catches its 
swimming prey.

This purchase includes both a color and black and white version of the image. Both 
are in TIF format (with transparency) at 300 dpi. Dimensions are 5.5 x 7 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Eric Lofgren Presents: Alien Soldier

Stock #: MIS9455

This stock art image by Eric Lofgren depicts a grim Alien Soldier standing tall in full 
body armor, an energy weapon held low, at rest. Just who does this alien soldier serve 
and what race is it of? What is their agenda?

This color purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi. Dimen-
sions are 3.25 x 6 inches.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Click on the above advertisement to go directly to our print storefront

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/misfitstudios
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239439?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239628?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239439?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239628?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
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Scott Harshbarger Presents: Goblin Jailer

Stock #: MIS9456

This stock art piece by Scott Harshbarger presents a grinning Goblin Jailer who 
obviously enjoys his job.

This image is presented at 4 x 6 inches in size.

This black and white purchase includes one JPG and one TIFF version, each at 300 
dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

.Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Jason Moser Presents: Wilderness Soldiers

Stock #: MIS9457

This stock art image by Jason Moser depicts a squad of Wilderness Soldiers trudging 
through the deep brush. Are they on patrol? Are they lost? And who is their enemy? Pre-
sented at 14 x 10” dimensions.

This colour purchase includes one JPG and a TIFF version, both at 300 dpi.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

Earl Geier Presents: Springheel Jane Demon

Stock #: MIS9458

This stock art piece from Earl Geier depicts a Springheel Jane Demon as though 
caught by surprise. Is this a unique creature related to her more famous namesake? But 
one of a broad demon type?

The image is 7.5 x 10” in dimension.

This purchase includes a JPG and a TIFF version at 300 dpi, along with an EPS vector 
version.

All art files are bundled in a ZIP file.

Purchase: RPGNow (PDF)

http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239964?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/240098?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/240536?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/239964?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/240098?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/product/240536?affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
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Promotions

This month, get 50% off our  Headquarters Construction Guide for the Savage 
Worlds RPG. Buy It Now.

Alternate Newsletter Access

Visit the Freebies section of our website to access previous newsletter PDFs.

Keep current with what's going on by visiting the Misfit Studios homepage.

http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4&affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4a&affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.rpgnow.com/browse.php?discount=97d21bcfa4&affiliate_id=34429&src=May2018OBSNewsletterPDF
http://www.misfit-studios.com/downloads-freebies/
http://www.misfit-studios.com

